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The parking lot

• We want to keep a database of the cars inside a parking lot. The database is automatically updated each time the cameras at the entry and exit points of the parking read the plate of a car.

• Each plate is represented by a free-format short string of alphanumeric characters (each country has a different system).

• The following operations are needed:
  – Add a plate to the database (when a car enters).
  – Remove a plate from the database (when a car exits).
  – Check whether a car is in the parking.

• **Constraint:** we want the previous operations to be very efficient, i.e., executed in *constant time*.
  *(This constraint is overly artificial, since the activity in a parking lot is extremely slow compared to the speed of a computer.)*
Naïve implementation options

• Lists, vectors or binary search trees are not valid options, since the operations take too long:
  – Unsorted lists: adding takes $O(1)$. Removing/checking takes $O(n)$.
  – Sorted vector: adding/removing takes $O(n)$. Checking takes $O(\log n)$.
  – AVL trees: adding/removing/checking takes $O(\log n)$.

• A (Boolean) vector with one location for each possible plate:
  – The operations could be done in constant time!, but ...
  – The vector would be extremely large (e.g., only the Spanish system can have 80,000,000 different plates).
  – We may not even know the size of the domain (all plates in the world).
  – Most of the vector locations would be “empty” (e.g. assume that the parking has 1,000 places).

• Can we use a data structure with size $O(n)$, where $n$ is the size of the parking?
A hash function maps data of arbitrary size to a table of fixed size. Important questions:
- How to design a good hash function?
- How to handle collisions?
Hash function

• We can calculate the location for item $x$ as

$$h(x) \mod m$$

where $h$ is the hash function and $m$ is the size of the hash table.

• A good hash function must scatter items *randomly* and *uniformly* (to minimize the impact of collisions).

• A hash function must also be *consistent*, i.e., give the same result each time it is applied to the same item.
Hashing the plates: some attempts

- Add the last three characters (e.g., ASCII codes) of plate:

\[ h(x) = x_{n-1} + x_{n-2} + x_{n-3} \]

Bad choice: For the Spanish system, this would concentrate the values between 198 (BBB) and 270 (ZZZ).

- Multiply the last three characters:

\[ h(x) = x_{n-1} \cdot x_{n-2} \cdot x_{n-3} \]

The values are distributed between 287,496 and 729,000. However the distribution is not uniform. The last three characters denote the age of the car. The population of new cars is larger than the one of old cars (e.g., about 15% of the cars are less than 1-year old).

Moreover: consecutive plates would fall into the same slot. Some companies (e.g., car renting) have cars with consecutive plates and they could be located in the neighbourhood of the parking lot.
Hashing the plates: some attempts

• Multiply all characters of the plate:

\[ h(x) = x_0 \cdot x_1 \cdots x_{n-1} \]

Better choice, but not fully random and uniform. Two plates with permutations of characters would fall into the same slot, e.g., 3812 DXF and 8321 FDX.

• The perfect hash function does not exist, but using prime numbers is a good option since most data have no structure related to prime numbers.

• Where can we use prime numbers?
  – In the size of the hash table
  – In the coefficients of the hash function
Example of hash function for strings

• A usual hash function for a string with size $n$ is as follows:

$$h(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} x_i \cdot p^i$$

where $p$ is a prime number and $x_i$ is the character at location $i$. This function can be efficiently implemented using Horner’s rule for the evaluation of a polynomial.

• Here is a slightly different implementation (reversed string):

```cpp
/** Hash function for strings */
unsigned int hash(const string& key, int tableSize) {
    unsigned int hval = 0;
    for (char c: key) hval = 37*hval + c;
    return hval%tableSize;
}
```
Handling collisions

• A collision is produced when

\[ h(x_1) \equiv h(x_2) \mod m \]

• There are two main strategies to handle collisions:
  – Using lists of items with the same hash value (separate chaining)
  – Using alternative cells in the same hash table (linear probing, double hashing, ...)
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Separate chaining

Each slot is a list of the items that have the same hash value.

Load factor: \( \lambda = \frac{\text{number of items}}{\text{table size}} \)

\( \lambda \) is the average length of a list.

A successful search takes \( 1 + \frac{\lambda}{2} \) links to be traversed, on average. Why?

The search visits 1 node plus half of the other nodes in the list. The number of “other nodes” is about \( \lambda \).

Table size: make it similar to the number of expected items.
Common strategy: when \( \lambda > 1 \), do rehashing.

(perfect squares mod 10)
Using the same hash table

• If the slot is occupied, find alternative cells in the same table. To avoid long trips finding empty slots, the load factor should be below $\lambda = 0.5$.

• Deletions must be “lazy” (slots must be invalidated but not deleted, thus avoiding truncated searches).

• Linear probing: if the slot is occupied, use the next empty slot in the table.

• Double hashing: if the slot is occupied using the first hash function $h_1$, use a second hash function $h_2$. The sequence of slots that is visited is $h_1(x)$, $h_1(x) + h_2(x)$, $h_1(x) + 2h_2(x)$, etc.
Rehashing

- When the table gets too full, the probability of collision increases (and the cost of each operation).

- Rehashing requires building another table with a larger size and rehash all the elements to the new table. Running time: $O(n)$.

- New size: $2n$ (or a prime number close to it). Rehashing occurs very infrequently and the cost is amortized by all the insertions. The average cost remains constant.
A simple implementation

template <typename Key, typename Info>
class Dictionary {

private:
    const int None = -1;  // ** Value for “not found” */
using Pair = pair<Key, Info>;  // ** An item */

    // ** A list of items with the same hash value */
using List = vector<Pair>;

vector<List> Table;  // ** The hash table */
int n;  // ** The number of items */
A simple implementation

public:

/** Creates an empty dictionary. Cost: O(M). */
Dictionary(int M = 1009) : Table(M), n(0) { }

/** Assigns info to key. If the key already is in the
dictionary, the information is modified.
Worst case: O(n). Average case: O(1+n/M). */
void assign (const Key& key, const Info& info) {
  const int h = hash(key) % Table.size();
  const int p = position(key, h);
  if (p != None) Table[h][p] = info;
  else {
    Table[h].push_back({key, info});
    ++n;
  }
}
A simple implementation

/** Erases key and its associated information from the dictionary. If the key does not belong to the dictionary, nothing changes. Worst case: O(n). Average case: O(1+n/M). */

void erase (const Key& key) {
    const int h = hash(key) % Table.size();
    const int p = position(key, h);
    if (p != None) {
        Table[h][p] = Table[h].back();
        Table[h].pop_back();
        --n;
    }
}
private:

/** Returns the position of key in the list of items of slot h, or None if not found. */
int position(const Key& key, int h) {
    const List& L = Table[h];
    for (int i = 0; i < L.size(); ++i) {
        if (L[i].first == key) return i;
    }
    return None;
}

Exercises:
• Implement a method that returns the information associated to a key.
• Implement rehashing when the load factor is $\lambda \geq 1$. 